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Ways to clean our earth from plastic
We need to clean our

planet from plastic. Did you know that there are

5.25 trillion plastic pieces in the ocean?
The ﬁrst way to clean our planet is “We need to clean our ocean”
The second way to clean our planet is “Think before you buy it”
The most important way to clean our planet is “REALLY recycle”
As you will see we need to clean our planet EARTH.
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Cleaning our ocean

Did you know that there are 5.25 trillion macro and micro pieces of plastic in our ocean & 46,000
pieces in every square mile of ocean, weighing up to 269,000 tonnes.
Every day around 8 million pieces of plastic makes their way into our oceans. The problem is that many
people don’t know about this problem. The Great Paciﬁc Garbage Patch covers 1.6 million square
kilometers — 617,000 square miles — according to a new report from The Ocean Cleanup foundation.

Cleaning our ocean
This boat is designed to collect plastic trash as it floats down rivers and into the sea. The vessel is the
latest project from The Ocean Cleanup, a Dutch nonprofit organization helmed by eco-engineering
wunderkind Boyan Slat, whose goal is no less than a 90-percent reduction of plastic trash in the world’s
oceans by 2040, and is possibly the most realistic to date.
Once the vessel is anchored to the riverbed, it lies in wait for plastic trash to float down river into its
collection system, where a series of conveyor belts scoop debris from the water and fill dumpsters, which
can be removed for recycling.

Cleaning our ocean
People made a boat that cleans the water but

I think this will help now but, will this help our future?

If people keep throwing away plastics then someday we might not have a chance to recover the ocean.
Keeping the earth clean is our responsibility and our duty.

Think before you buy it
Plastic is much more diﬃcult to recycle than materials like glass, aluminum or paper. Most plastic soon ends up in a landﬁll
or incinerator. ... While increased plastic recycling is one way to alleviate this problem, it has only limited potential to reduce
the glut of plastic waste.
Glass presents some tough recycling problems—including lack of end markets, contamination, and transportation
costs—partly because it weighs about 10 times as much as a similar volume of plastic or aluminum. It busts up easily,
which makes it hard on equipment and increases maintenance costs.
Lithium-ion batteries are recyclable, but the process is not easy. This is why not all recycling centers have processes for
handling this type of electronic waste. Also, you can't deal with it in the same way as you would deal with other electronic
waste.
Inﬁnitely recyclable and highly durable, nearly 75 percent of all aluminum ever produced is still in use today. Aluminum is
100 percent recyclable and retains its properties indeﬁnitely. Aluminum is one of the only materials in the consumer
disposal stream that more than pays for the cost of its own collection.

Let’s REALLY recycle
Did you know that In 2018, plastics generation was 35.7 million tons in the United States, which was 12.2
percent of MSW generation.China used to buy 700,000 tons of plastic alone from us every year, to make
into new products. Then the country stopped buying almost all our recyclables. Suddenly, our bottles, cans
and newspapers had nowhere to go. And people started to burn the plastic to recycle but, the gas that
comes out when we melt the plastic has chemicals so it is bad for the environment. Or they buried the
plastic witch is bad either.

Senator Gaylord Nelson

The inventor of Earth day

In spring 1970, Senator Gaylord Nelson created Earth Day
as a way to force this issue onto the national agenda.
Twenty million Americans demonstrated in different U.S.
cities, and it worked!

Gaylord Nelson quotes
“The ultimate test of man's
conscience may be his willingness
to sacriﬁce something today for future
generations whose words of thanks will
not be heard.” “Our goal is not just an
environment of clean air and water
and scenic beauty.

Conclusion
The ﬁrst way to clean our planet is “We need to clean our ocean”
The second way to clean our planet is “Think before you buy it”
The most important way to clean our planet is “REALLY recycle”
As you CAN see we need to clean our planet EARTH.
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